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Diamonds Are Forever Book
"This middle grade series reads like the Bourne Identity - but
for kids." - Mark Robichaux, Editor, New Yorker #1 Best
selling series in chldren's travel - THE UNBELIEVABLE
CONCLUSION TO THE CRIME TRAVELERS MYSTERY
SERIES - Age Level: 8 - 14 - US Grade Level: 2nd - 8th NOW WITH ILLUSTRATIVE MAPS
When three sisters discover that their unknown father is
actually a recently-deceased billionaire Las Vegas hotel
owner, they are whisked away to the Strip where they delve
into the truth of their past.
Hot for the rock . . . If her old-fashioned family had never left
Morocco, Michelle Benamou would have been in big trouble,
being almost thirty and nowhere near married. Luckily, in the
hardy multicultural stew of New York City, she's been able to
follow her other dreams, working her way up from broadcast
news producer to on-air reporter. Still, there's something
sparkly missing from the ring finger of her left hand. . .
Michelle thinks maybe her sexy, ex-Marine boyfriend can
provide it -- until Joe abruptly tells her adios. Her old friend
Benny from the Bronx is an intriguing possibility -- but he's out
in L.A. . . . and not quite divorced. It's tough for a sexy, very
modern urban woman to follow the traditional calls of the
marriage muezzins to matrimony -- especially when the rest
of her life starts racing rapidly downhill. Suddenly in
desperate need of an affordable new Manhattan apartment
(an oxymoron), and quite possibly a new career (a
catastrophe), Michelle's got other worries besides finding
passionate love sealed with an "I do." But a diamond is just
coal, after all, until it's forged by fire and time. And sometimes
something precious, strong, dazzling, and enduring can turn
up when you least expect it . . .
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Dr. No: Dispatched by M to investigate the mysterious
disappearance of MI6's Jamaica station chief, Bond was
expecting a holiday in the sun. But when he discovers a
deadly centipede placed in his hotel room, the vacation is
over.On this island, all suspicious activity leads inexorably to
Dr. Julius No, a reclusive megalomaniac with steel pincers for
hands. To find out what the good doctor is hiding, 007 must
enlist the aid of local fisherman Quarrel and alluring
beachcomber Honeychile Rider. Together they will combat a
local legend the natives call “the Dragon,” before Bond alone
must face the most punishing test of all: an obstacle course —
designed by the sadistic Dr. No himself — that measures the
limits of the human body's capacity for agony. Casino Royale:
In the novel that introduced James Bond to the world, Ian
Fleming's agent 007 is dispatched to a French casino in
Royale-les-Eaux. His mission? Bankrupt a ruthless Russian
agent who's been on a bad luck streak at the baccarat
table.One of SMERSH's most deadly operatives, the man
known only as “Le Chiffre,” has been a prime target of the
British Secret Service for years. If Bond can wipe out his
bankroll, Le Chiffre will likely be “retired” by his paymasters
in Moscow. But what if the cards won't cooperate? After a
brutal night at the gaming tables, Bond soon finds himself
dodging would-be assassins, fighting off brutal torturers, and
going all-in to save the life of his beautiful female counterpart,
Vesper Lynd.Taut, tense, and effortlessly stylish, Ian
Fleming's inaugural James Bond adventure has all the
hallmarks that made the series a touchstone for a generation
of readers. Diamonds are Forever: An international diamondsmuggling pipeline has opened up and the British Treasury
wants to know who's controlling it. Impersonating a captured
courier named Peter Franks, Bond infiltrates the criminal ring
and finds an unlikely ally in Tiffany Case, a gorgeous
American with a dark past. As the ring's stateside goPage 2/19
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between, she may be just another link in the chain, but
Tiffany is also Bond's best shot at finding the elusive figure at
the head of the operation—a syndicate boss known only by the
initials “ABC.” But if Bond's cover gets blown, he'll find that
the only thing harder than a diamond is surviving the payback
of a pair of murderous henchmen. With a sparkling trail of
smuggled gems as bait, Diamonds Are Forever leads Bond
on a globe-hopping mission where deadly assassins lurk
behind every corner.
Dame Shirley Bassey has become one of the most
prestigious singers of her time. Her work has inspired and
influenced many, and will no doubt continue to do so for
generations to come. Diamonds Are Forever is the fascinating
story of Shirley Bassey told from the perspective of one her
greatest fans. Mary Long first met Bassey in 1963 and since
then has encountered her hundreds of times, thus developing
a unique insight into the life of one of our most iconic singers.
Mary Long recounts Shirley Bassey's journey from singing in
the pubs and clubs of Tiger Bay, Wales, to becoming one of
the all-time greats in the British music industry, performing at
events such as the Oscars and the Royal Variety Show.
Published to correspond with the celebration of Bassey's 80th
birthday, this book looks back on the life of this incredible
artist whose music has touched so many.
"Timely corporate history--as exciting and poignant as any
good tale of derring-do against great odds by all-too-flawed
giants. " - Kirkus Reviews With a scholar's precision and a
novelist's eye, Stefan Kanfer tells the inside story of De Beers
Consolidated Mines - from the nineteenth century diamond
rush that transformed Johannes De Beer's humble South
African farm into an exotic klondike, to the Oppenheimers'
shadow empire that has achieved umatched global reach.
The bad boy or the rock star? Jenna Diamond and her badboy lover Jason are enjoying an exciting and sensual fling.
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But he has skeletons from his past which prove challenging to
overcome. And when Jenna's rock-star husband returns,
desperate to make amends, she is faced with a difficult
decision- she must choose between her new life and her old,
between her heart and her head... The conclusion to the
thrillingly erotic Diamond trilogy, from the author of On
Demand
Reissued with a new cover and published in cooperation with
the Smithsonian Institution, a collection of works by top
American writers and artists--including John Updike, Andy
Warhol, and Stephen King--features paintings, drawings,
photographs, and literary excerpts that depict every aspect of
baseball. Reissue.

"From Russia With Love" by Ian Fleming. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles
that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or
yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.
A spy is dead. A legend is born. This is how it all began.
The explosive prequel to Casino Royale, from bestselling
author Anthony Horowitz. Forever and a Day is the story
of the birth of a legend, in the brutal underworld of the
French Riviera, taking readers into the very beginning of
James Bond’s illustrious career and the formation of his
identity. *** M laid down his pipe and stared at it tetchily.
“We have no choice. We’re just going to bring forward
this other chap you’ve been preparing. But you didn’t
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tell me his name.” “‘It’s Bond, sir,'” the Chief of Staff
replied. “James Bond.” The sea keeps its secrets. But
not this time. One body. Three bullets. 007 floats in the
waters of Marseille, killed by an unknown hand. It’s time
for a new agent to step up. Time for a new weapon in the
war against organized crime. It’s time for James Bond to
earn his license to kill.
First discovered in 1930, the diamonds of Sierra Leone
have funded one of the most savage rebel campaigns in
modern history. These "blood diamonds" are smuggled
out of West Africa and sold to legitimate diamond
merchants in London, Antwerp, and New York, often with
the complicity of the international diamond industry.
Eventually, these very diamonds find their way into the
rings and necklaces of brides and spouses the world
over. Blood Diamonds is the gripping tale of how the
diamond smuggling works, how the rebel war has
effectively destroyed Sierra Leone and its people, and
how the policies of the diamond industry institutionalized in the 1880s by the De Beers cartel have allowed it to happen. Award-winning journalist Greg
Campbell traces the deadly trail of these diamonds,
many of which are brought to the world market by
fanatical enemies. These repercussions of diamond
smuggling are felt far beyond the borders of the poor and
war-ridden country of Sierra Leone, and the
consequences of overlooking this African tragedy are
both shockingly deadly and unquestionably global.
Updated with a new epilogue.
A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE My love is wasted like
gemstones in the dust, walked over by an oblivious shoe.
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It takes many suffering years and layers of mountains to
squeeze carbon into a precious stone. Now that I'm
polished and hard like a diamond, he doesn't get to kick
me back into the dirt. Men like him don't love women like
me. They don't love. Period. But he made me. He'll live
with me. Because diamonds are forever. * Diamonds are
Forever is Book 3 of the Diamonds are Forever trilogy
and concludes the story. Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1)
and Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) must be read first
to follow the story. Other books in the Diamond Magnate
collection: Standalone Novel Beauty in the Broken
Diamonds are Forever Trilogy Diamonds in the Dust
(Book 1) Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are
Forever (Book 3)
"Thunderball" by Ian Fleming. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Serena, who uses her powers as the superhero Sailor
Moon to fight evil, finds her struggle against the
Negaverse and her search for the Moon Princess
complicated when her friend Molly falls in love with
Nephlite, who is only using Molly to find the Empyri
This edition of Michael Wood's groundbreaking first book
explores the fascinating and mysterious centuries
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between the Romans and the Norman Conquest of
1066. In Search of the Dark Ages vividly conjures up
some of the most famous names in British history, such
as Queen Boadicea, leader of a terrible war of resistance
against the Romans, and King Arthur, the 'once and
future king', for whose riddle Wood proposes a new and
surprising solution. Here too, warts and all, are the
Saxon, Viking and Norman kings who laid the political
foundations of England - Offa of Mercia, Alfred the Great,
Athelstan, and William the Conqueror, whose victory at
Hastings in 1066 marked the end of Anglo-Saxon
England. Reflecting recent historical, textual and
archaeological research, this revised edition of Michael
Wood's classic book overturns preconceptions of the
Dark Ages as a shadowy and brutal era, showing them
to be a richly exciting and formative period in the history
of Britain. 'With In Search of the Dark Ages, Michael
Wood wrote the book for history on TV.' The Times
'Michael Wood is the maker of some of the best TV
documentaries ever made on history and archaeology.'
Times Literary Supplement
A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE Girls like me, we know how
to survive. We each have our own little ways, but we
acquire those skills at the same tender age. If you ask
me how many times a person can die, I'll tell you many
times. As many times as a man stabs you in the stomach
with betrayal and wrings out your heart with lies. Girls
like me, we live. We don't get a choice. We step over the
cliff and fall. Eat, sleep, die, and repeat. * Diamonds in
the Rough is Book 2 of the Diamonds are Forever trilogy
and ends on a cliffhanger. Diamonds in the Dust (Book
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1) must be read first to follow the story. Diamonds are
Forever (Book 3) concludes the story. Other novels in
the Diamond Magnate collection: Standalone Novel
Beauty in the Broken Diamonds are Forever Trilogy
Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1) Diamonds in the Rough
(Book 2) Diamonds are Forever (Book 3)

"Goldfinger" by Ian Fleming. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles
that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
Readers can explore James Bond creator Ian
Fleming’s writing on the pleasures of drinking and
mix themselves fifty delicious cocktails from recipes
inspired by his books and developed by awardwinning London bar, Swift. Both Bond and Fleming
were partial to a stiff drink. In both fiction and real
life, cocktails were an important and well-chosen
accompaniment to adventure and daring and often
relaxing. Fleming made the Martini famous with
Bond’s ritual of always ordering it “shaken, not
stirred”. But in every James Bond book a wide
selection of strong, sophisticated and carefully
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crafted drinks are essential details to the story. The
recipes in Shaken are divided into five categories:
Straight Up; On the Rocks; Tall; Fizzy; and Exotic.
Sip on inventions such as Smersh, Moneypenny,
That Old Devil M and Diamonds Are Forever, as well
as classic Bond cocktails such as the Vesper—and, of
course, the Dry Martini. Each recipe is illustrated by
a stunning full-color photo of the drink and wonderful
extracts from Fleming’s writing—taken from the
passage where the drink was featured or a place,
character, or plot that inspired it. Shaken features a
foreword written by the novelist’s nephew, Fergus
Fleming, as well as plenty of his writing on whisky,
gin, rum, and other spirits.
From the author of All the Money in the World and
The Profession of Violence comes the definitive
biography of James Bond's creator, Ian Fleming. It is
now over fifty years since the premiere of Dr No, the
very first Bond film, with Sean Connery introducing
007 as the glamorous secret agent who would
become the single most profitable movie character in
the history of cinema. But James Bond was invented
by one man, Ian Fleming, a wartime intelligence
officer and Sunday Times newspaper man who lived
to see only the very beginning of the Bond cult.
Pearson, who worked with Fleming at the Sunday
Times, based this biography on his own memories of
Fleming, on Fleming's private papers, and on a
series of interviews with an extraordinary collection
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of Fleming's contemporaries – family, friends,
enemies, teachers, colleagues, mistresses, and
former spies from around the world. First published
in 1966, John Pearson's famous biography remains
the definitive account of how only Ian Fleming could
have dreamed up James Bond, for he led a life as
colourful as anything in his fiction, which in turn
became a covert autobiography. Charming, debonair
and a ruthless womaniser, globetrotting from
wartime Algiers to beachside Jamaica, Fleming was
as elusive and opaque as his imaginary creation. In
his new introduction to this edition, Pearson
examines the extent to which Fleming's character
informs the movie portrayals of Bond, from Sean
Connery through to Daniel Craig, and how Bond
himself has achieved immortality beyond Fleming's
wildest dreams.
Details Kevin McClory's forty year legal battle over
the rights to the screen version of James Bond.
A probe of the diamond industry reveals the sources
and levels of the diamond supply and the
mechanism for controlling the price and availability of
diamonds and discloses that this century-old system
is near collapse
This book explores themes of consumerism, gender
and sexuality, genre, popular culture, and American
culture in Diamonds Are Forever, situating Ian
Fleming’s novel and Guy Hamilton’s film as
important milestones in modern popular culture.
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A nearly flawless museum robbery, a missing milliondollar necklace, a stalled police investigation. For the
victim of the crime, the situation calls for desperate
measures. Penelope Fitzpatrick wasn’t born to
wealth. Her grandfather fed the family by selling his
small stash of gemstones smuggled from tsarist
Russia when the monarchy fell. Now, Pen has done
well for herself as a successful novelist. But when
the final jewel in her family legacy becomes the
target of a cunning band of thieves, and the priceless
piece is stolen, the police have many excuses why
they can’t solve the crime. Not one to accept defeat,
Pen does the only thing she can do—gather a group
of friends to help catch the crooks and steal back the
necklace. It becomes apparent the thief is a master
con man who is likely working with an international
theft ring. The chase takes the Ladies far from home
and into elegant European enclaves as they attempt
to face him down. Close calls and near misses—it’s
never quite certain whether the women will be able
to pull their own spectacular heist and see justice
done. Fans of Janet Evanovich and Jana DeLeon
will love this daring and spunky group of women
friends in their first mystery caper. Praise for Connie
Shelton’s previous novels: “Readers can only hope
the likable characters, fast-paced plots and local
color will continue …” –Albuquerque Journal “Down
to earth and very readable.” –Library Journal “…a
delightfully complex mystery.” –Romantic Times (4
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out 5 five stars) “Connie Shelton gets better with
every book she writes.” –The Midwest Book Review
It's cold outside, but the drama is hot! The Diamond
sisters jet to the mountains for spring break, and
Savannah's flirt-mance with an international pop star
heats up as her pursuit of stardom succeeds. But is
this romance meant to be, or has the right guy been
in front of her all along? Meanwhile, Courtney takes
the next step with her secret boyfriend—and future
stepbrother—and as their parents' wedding
approaches, the pressure's on to reveal their
relationship. Peyton's figuring out a plan for her
future, but she still feels guilty about getting her
former bodyguard fired and wonders if she can get
over him in the arms of someone else. But the
biggest bombshell will change everything once
again, because Madison's ready to tell the huge
secret she's uncovered. And with the boy who
betrayed her but who could be the love of her life
fighting for his own life, she might need the Diamond
sisters more than ever.
Reading level: 4 [red].
You thought The Cartel was over, but Diamonds are forever. .
. . The Diamond family has survived murder, deceit, and
betrayal. Through it all, they're still standing tall, and a new
era has begun. After surviving a failed attempt on her life,
Breeze has moved into the queen's position by Zyir's side.
Zyir has taken over the empire and locked down Miami's
streets. He has the world in his palms, but there is always
new blood ready to overthrow the throne. Young Carter has
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retired and moved away from the madness—that is, until he
gets an unexpected visitor at his home. This person shakes
up the whole family, causing chaos that threatens to bring
down the Cartel for good. New York Times bestselling
authors Ashley and JaQuavis deliver the highly anticipated
fourth installment of the wildly popular Cartel series.
Explores the marital foibles of four couples while following the
creation the famous advertising campaign that turned
diamonds into a symbol of the hope for everlasting love.
A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE Men like us, we see things. We
do things, things that make us unfeeling. That's the price of
power and money, of living la belle vie and running the
French mafia. Then she came along like a pretty wildflower
pushing through the cracks on a dirty pavement - fragile yet
resilient, a breath of beauty among the filth. She was
supposed to be just another job, a nameless person I was to
pluck from her life and hand to my brother, nothing but a
pawn in the gamble of our diamond business. There's a
psychological label for men like us. We lack empathy and
guilt. We do things to have what we want, things that make
flowers wilt. * Diamonds in the Dust is Book 1 of the
Diamonds are Forever trilogy and ends on a cliffhanger.
Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) and Diamonds are Forever
(Book 3) conclude the trilogy. Other novels in the Diamond
Magnate collection: Standalone Novel Beauty in the Broken
Diamonds are Forever Trilogy Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1)
Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are Forever
(Book 3)
Tommy Armour's classic How to Play Your Best Golf All the
Time provides timeless golf instruction on the following
subjects: * How to learn your best golf * What can your best
golf be? * Taking you to the lesson tee * How your clubs can
help you * The grip holds your swing together * How to get
ready to swing * Footwork, the foundation of best golf * The
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art of hitting with the hands * The waggle, preliminary swing in
miniature * The pause that means good timing * Assembling
your game in good order * Saving strokes with simple
approach shots * The fascinating, frustrating philosophy of
putting * The simple routine of an orderly golf shot These
classic bits of advice are accompanied by over four dozen
two-color illustrations.
British secret agent James Bond encounters a plot to murder
agents, games of espionage, a pirate treasure, a jewel thief,
and a man determined to rob Fort Knox
British Secret Service agent James Bond, a.k.a. 007, is sent
to investigate a diamond smuggling ring on a mission that
takes him from Sierra Leone all the way to Las Vegas. James
Bond is one of the most iconic characters in 20th-century
literature. In addition to the 12 novels and 9 short stories
written by Ian Fleming, there have been over 40 novels and
short stories written about the spy by other authors, and 26
films produced, starring actors such as Sean Connery and
Daniel Craig as 007. Random House Canada is proud to
bring you classic works of literature in ebook form, with the
highest quality production values. Find more today and
rediscover books you never knew you loved.
Diamonds are ForeverDiamonds Are ForeverMcClelland &
Stewart

"Live and Let Die" by Ian Fleming. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
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everyone in a high-quality digital format.
"Moonraker" by Ian Fleming. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.
“Unforgettable. . . . An outstanding adventure in its
lyrical, utterly compelling, and heartbreaking
investigations of the world of diamond smuggling.”
—Aimee Nezhukumatathil For nearly eighty years, a huge
portion of coastal South Africa was closed off to the
public. With many of its pits now deemed “overmined”
and abandoned, American journalist Matthew Gavin
Frank sets out across the infamous Diamond Coast to
investigate an illicit trade that supplies a global market.
Immediately, he became intrigued by the ingenious
methods used in facilitating smuggling?particularly, the
illegal act of sneaking carrier pigeons onto mine
property, affixing diamonds to their feet, and sending
them into the air. Entering Die Sperrgebiet (“The
Forbidden Zone”) is like entering an eerie ghost town,
but Frank is surprised by the number of people
willing—even eager—to talk with him. Soon he meets
Msizi, a young diamond digger, and his pigeon,
Bartholomew, who helps him steal diamonds. It’s a
deadly game: pigeons are shot on sight by mine security,
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and Msizi knows of smugglers who have disappeared
because of their crimes. For this, Msizi blames “Mr.
Lester,” an evil tall-tale figure of mythic proportions.
From the mining towns of Alexander Bay and Port
Nolloth, through the “halfway” desert, to Kleinzee’s
shores littered with shipwrecks, Frank investigates a long
overlooked story. Weaving interviews with local diamond
miners who raise pigeons in secret with harrowing
anecdotes from former heads of security, environmental
managers, and vigilante pigeon hunters, Frank reveals
how these feathered bandits became outlaws in every
mining town. Interwoven throughout this obsessive quest
are epic legends in which pigeons and diamonds
intersect, such as that of Krishna’s famed diamond Kohi-Noor, the Mountain of Light, and that of the Cherokee
serpent Uktena. In these strange connections, where
truth forever tangles with the lore of centuries past, Frank
is able to contextualize the personal grief that sent him,
with his wife Louisa in the passenger seat, on this
enlightening journey across parched lands. Blending
elements of reportage, memoir, and incantation, Flight of
the Diamond Smugglers is a rare and remarkable portrait
of exploitation and greed in one of the most dangerous
areas of coastal South Africa. With his sovereign prose
and insatiable curiosity, Matthew Gavin Frank “reminds
us that the world is a place of wonder if only we look”
(Toby Muse).
High-temperature and high-pressure treatment of
diamond is becoming an important technology to
elaborate diamonds. This is the first book providing a
comprehensive review of the properties of HPHT-treated
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diamonds, based on the analysis of published data and
the work of the authors. The book gives a detailed
analysis of the physics of transformation of internal
structures of diamonds subjected to HPHT treatment and
discusses how these transformations can be detected
using methods of optical microscopy and spectroscopy.
It also gives practical recommendations for the
recognition of HPHT-treated diamonds. The book is
written in a language and terms which can be
understood by a broad audience of physicists,
mineralogists and gemologists.
There's no better time to rediscover James Bond. The
Spangled Mob are no ordinary American gangsters.
They prey on the addictions of the wealthy and treat the
poor as collateral. Their ruthless desire for power and
fierce brotherly loyalty make them deadly and invincible.
James Bond must go deep undercover in his urgent new
assignment: to destroy their millionaire masterminds,
Jack and Seraffimo Spang. But the Spangs' cruel
influence is everywhere, from dusty African diamond
mines to the frenzied gambling dens of Las Vegas. Can
Bond find his men before his cover is blown? 'Bond is a
hero for all time' Jeffrey Deaver
Collects seven original James Bond stories from Jim
Lawrence's run as the comic's author.
HAILED BY THE PRESS AS: “THE GREATEST SPY
STORY SINCE WORLD WAR II” The chilling, spystudded story of a carefully organized, private
intelligence army—and the master operative who
ingeniously commanded it. IAN FLEMING AT THIS
INTRIGUING BEST The glitter of espionage, the lure of
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easy money, the fever of men and women trapped by the
temptations of “hot ice”..all interwoven in a nervetightening web of intrigue and violence. A web that winds
from the depths of an African diamond mine, right op to
Moscow—and the Top! “A BREATHTAKING
STORY”—The Evansville Press “ADVENTURE WITH A
WALLOP”—Omaha World-Herald “TANTALIZING”—The
New York Times “MAKES FOR FINE
READING...SECOND TO NONE”—San Francisco Call
Bulletin “INTRIGUING, FASCINATING”—Philadelphia
Inquirer
“An exceptional, fast-paced thriller featuring a techempowered assassin whose pattern and objective
you’ve never seen before, chased by a heroine with
tenacious grit.”—David Brin, author of The Postman and
Existence Quinn Mitchell is a nine-to-five spy—an
intelligence analyst for the CIA during the day, and a
suburban wife and mother on evenings and weekends.
After her young daughter is killed in a tragic accident,
sending her life into a tailspin, Quinn hopes to find a new
start in her latest assignment: investigating a series of
bizarre international assassinations whose victims have
been found with numeric codes tattooed, burned, or
carved into their flesh. As Quinn follows the killer’s trail
across the globe, always one body behind, she begins
uncovering disturbing connections between the
murders—and herself. Every lead she tracks down in
pursuit of the assassin brings Quinn one step closer to
the Epoch Index, a mysterious encrypted message
discovered in the archives of the Large Hadron Collider.
Its origins are unknown and decrypting it is beyond even
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the CIA. Yet nothing else can possibly link together a
slew of unsolvable murders, an enigmatic and
sophisticated serial killer who always seems to be three
steps ahead, a quirky young physics prodigy whose
knowledge extends well beyond her years, and,
underlying everything, the inescapable tragedy of
Quinn’s own past. Discovering the meaning of the
Epoch Index leads Quinn to a shocking twist that
shatters everything she thought she knew about the
past, the future, and the delicate balance of right and
wrong that she must now fight to preserve.
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